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Fisheries management in the Northeast Atlantic

I Types of internationally
shared fish stocks.

I Transboundary fish
stocks migrate between
the exclusive economic
zones (EEZ) of two or
more coastal states

I ‘Straddling’ fish stocks
migrate between the
EEZ of one or more
coastal states and the
high seas

I Highly migratory fish
stocks are confined to
the remaining high sea



Pelagic Fisheries in the Northeast Atlantic
I Pelagic species in NEA: herring, mackerel and blue whiting

I Main feeding areas
I Seasonal variation

production
I Highly migratory
I Changes in time and space
I Spatial and diet overlap
I Ecological impact on

ecosystem



Straddling stocks

The migratory patterns of these stocks have undoubtedly made it
more difficult to attain and to uphold agreements on catch quotas.
I An agreement on the NSS herring was established in 1996,

several years after its recovery, but it broke down in the period
2003-2006 because of disagreement over allocation of national
quotas

I An agreement on blue whiting was reached in 2005, after
many years of intensive exploitation where total catches in
some years were four fold the recommended ICES quota

I Currently there is a dispute between Norway and EU on one
side and Iceland and the Faroe Islands on the other over the
mackerel fishery. In 2010 the agreement on mackerel broke
down, due to its migration into the Icelandic and Faroese EEZs
in recent years. This caused these two countries to multiply
their previous harvest of mackerel.



How would the formation, stability and success of an agreement on
cooperative management between neighbouring coastal states for a
climate-sensitive fishery resource be affected by changes in the
distribution and accessibility of the resource within the exclusive
economic zones (EEZs) of these states? A shift in the climate
regime could have two types of effects on a climate-sensitive fishery
resource:
1) changed biomass
2) changed area of distribution or/and migration pattern



Climate change and fisheries management

I Deterministic model of the North-East Arctic (NEA) cod
fishery harvested jointly by Russia and Norway

I Climatic change may destabilize efforts to cooperatively
manage resources that are shared among several jurisdictions.

I Research has mainly been focused on changes in distribution of
fish stocks that straddle the boundaries between different
jurisdiction (Ekerhovd 2010; Miller 2007; Hannesson 2007a,b;
Miller and Munro 2004)

I Examine the temporal conditions required for the sharing of
the NEA cod fishery

I Warmer ocean temperatures positively affect the productivity
of the stock through increased recruitment to the fishery

I Determination and comparison of the noncooperative and
cooperative solutions over time



Fishery economics

I Economic theory of fisheries management is concerned with
two contrasting systems of property rights:

I Sole ownership, where the marginal productivity of the factors
of production equals the marginal cost, such that the condition
for economic efficiency is satisfied

I Open access, the marginal productivity is less than marginal
cost, such that there will be an overuse of factors of
production

I Hence this ‘bionomic equilibrium’ (Gordon 1954) is to be seen
as a benchmark of poor resource management



Strategic interactions

I There will be strategic interaction between states sharing a
fishery resource

I The harvesting activities of one state will, except under
unusual circumstances, have an impact upon the harvesting
opportunities of other states, and vice versa

I For this reason, economic models of shared fish stocks blend
the bioeconomic models, used to analyse the economics of the
management of fishery resources confined to the EEZ of a
single state, with game theory



Questions

I With this in mind, when approaching the issue of the
management of transboundary fish stocks, one has to address
the two following questions:

I What are the consequences of coastal states sharing such a
resource managing the resource noncooperatively?

I What conditions must be met if a cooperative fisheries
management arrangement is to be stable in the long run?



Non-cooperative games

I The first question is addressed by drawing upon the theory of
noncooperative games, with the model of Nash (1951)

I The question was first examined in 1980 in two articles
appearing almost simultaneously, one by Colin Clark, and
another by Levhari and Mirman.

I Both come to essentially the same conclusion
I One can anticipate a prisoner’s dilemma type of outcome, in

which the coastal states will be driven to adopt policies that
will lead to overexploitation of the resource

I Clark (1980) goes as far as to argue that if the coastal states
are symmetric, the outcome will be comparable to the
bionomic equilibrium in open access fisheries confined to a
single EEZ



Cooperative games

I In analysing cooperative resource management arrangements,
economists naturally draw upon the theory of cooperative
games, with the model of Nash (1953)

I The number of coastal states involved in a typical
transboundary fishery arrangement is small, so that
considerable progress can be made with simple two-player
models



Stability

I The simple two-player cooperative game models bring to light
two fundamental conditions that must be met if the
cooperative resource management arrangement is to be stable

I The cooperative management solution must be collectively
rational, in the sense that there does not exist another
agreement that could make one player better off without
harming the other players

I The solution must be individually rational, in the sense that
each and every player has to be assured of receiving a payoff
from the cooperative arrangement at least as great as it would
receive under noncooperation



Northeast Arctic cod

I Mature part spawns on
the Norwegian coast early
in the year

I Spawning process over by
the end of April

I Migrates back into the
Barents Sea

I Spawning grounds
influenced by the climatic
conditions

I Cod would migrate further
north and east

I More of the stock would
be available in the Russian
EEZ



Outline

I Modeling the migration pattern and harvesting strategies
I Simulate how an increase in the productivity of the NEA cod

stock would affect Russian–Norwegian cooperation on the
management of the NEA cod

I To assess the benefits of cooperation, we compute the
noncooperative payoffs and the cooperative outcome and
compare the benefits

I We contrast the results from optimal harvesting with (i) a
game of two players that control their own annual harvesting,
but are unable to make binding agreements.

I In addition, we simulate (ii) a game where one of the players
can control its own harvesting by choosing a separate effort
level to the spawning stock during the spawning season, while
the other player only can control its overall annual harvest



Kola Section 1900-2007

I Large year-to-year
fluctuations

I 2◦C difference between
warmest and coldest year

I Periodically fluctuations
I Increased from the

beginning of the century
until about 1940

I Then declined again
I Increase since late 1970s

until present
Figure: 1 Average annual temperature



Stock-recruitment-temperature

I Recruitment associated
with temperature during
the first year of life

I Generally positive for
cold-water stocks

I 4 observed NEA cod
stock recruitment

I � recruitment function of
the spawning stock
biomass

I 4◦C temperature (solid)
I 5◦C temperature (dotted) Figure: 2 Observed NEA cod stock recruitment

1946–2007



Modeled temperature development

I Increased temperature
over the last 30 years

I Considerable fluctuations
I Temperature-recruitment

relationship
I Within the range of the

observed temperatures
I Temperature increase over

the next 100 years: 1-2◦C
I Logistic temperature

projections Figure: 3 Temperature projection



Migration pattern

The year is split into two parts: the first four months of the year,
and the remainder.
I The mature part of the stock is available to Norway only in

the first period because of its spawning migration.
I We assume the immature part of the stock is equally available

for Norway and Russia during the first period.
I In the second period, we assume the spawning stock has

migrated back into the Norwegian and Barents Seas, and is
thus equally available for both countries.



Harvesting strategies

I Russia and Norway maximize the net present values (NPV) of
their respective cod fisheries

I Involves setting the appropriate level of fishing effort for the
fisheries

I Norway controls the spawning stock and, thus, the stock
renewal

I Both countries fish the immature part of the stock, and the
mature part outside the spawning season

I Russia fishes the immature stock and the mature stock outside
the spawning season



The benefits of cooperation (i)

I Cooperation is preferred
over noncooperation

I Soleowner NPV is
sufficiently large to cover
both countries
noncooperative NPVs

I Fluctuations caused by
the stock dynamics

I Russia would from time to
time abstain from fishing

I Norway’s NPV appears to
be stable with increasing
temperature

I Soleowner’s NPV is
increasing with
temperature

Figure: 4 A single annual strategic variable for
both players



The benefits of cooperation (ii)
I Norway only wish to fish

the mature part of the
stock

I Noncooperative NPV
occasionally equal to the
soleowner NPV

I When Russia chooses not
to fish, Norway, in effect,
becomes a soleowner

I As temperature increase
this becomes less
important, and only
occurs in the early stages

I Soleowner occasionally
finds it profitable to
harvest the whole stock
the entire year

Figure: 5 Norway have two annual strategic
variables, Russia one



Comparison of results

I Net profits of the
equilibrium paths

I Gains from cooperation
are considerable

I Soleowner profits most
from a single annual effort
level on the entire stock

I Compare the countries’
noncooperative present
values the opposite is true

I Values in 2 are higher
than in 1

I Significantly so in
Norway’s case

Table: 1 A single annual strategic variable for all
parties

µ = 0 µ = 0.01 µ = 0.02
Noncooperation

Russia 674 993 1512
Norway 44480 45156 45348
Total 45154 46149 46860

Cooperation
Sole owner 63880 66395 68296

Table: 2 Norway and the sole owner have two
annual strategic variables, Russia one

µ = 0 µ = 0.01 µ = 0.02
Noncooperation

Russia 728 1073 1639
Norway 47893 48313 48196
Total 48621 48385 49835

Cooperation
Sole owner 51937 54340 56171



Conclusions
I Temperature/productivity increases appear to be favorable to

the incentives for cooperation and thereby the stability of
agreement on the joint management of the NEA cod fishery

I There is the question of the relevance of assumption (ii)
regarding the strategic variables. For various reasons, strategy
scenario (i) of fishing the entire stock throughout the year is
considered the most realistic alternative

I However, strategy scenario (ii) may be relevant considering
Norway’s advantage of being able to target the mature part of
the stock separately

I If we compare Norway’s NPVs under noncooperation, we see
that Norway’s NPV by applying strategy scenario (ii) are
higher than the corresponding NPVs in strategy scenario (i)

I Therefore, it is possible that Norway would expect a greater
share of the cooperative NPV than Russia is willing to accept

I This could lead to tensions between the two countries in trying
to reach an agreement
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